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ABOUT THIS BOOK 
 
Christine Hippert examines buying food on credit in corner stores in Cabarete, an international tourism destination in 
the Dominican Republic and a hub for migrant laborers. The voices in this book highlight people’s experiences with 
food, debt, and survival to reveal emerging social changes related to race, gender, class, and citizenship. 

 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
 
Christine Hippert is professor of anthropology in the Department of Archaeology and Anthropology at the 
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. 

“Hippert’s Not Even a Grain of Rice is a food related ethnography that 
shows the precarious relationships that develop to access food based on 
one’s word as a currency and as a social glue to express social and 
economic solidarity in the Dominican Republic. This work is timely in 
addressing how people navigate their race, class, and gender in the wider 
realms of anti-Blackness where privilege and exclusion truncate the trust 
built on people’s commitment to buy now and pay later. Throughout the 
Americas, shop owners have signs that read ‘hoy no fio y mañana tampoco,’ 
warning consumers their word is just not enough to honor the social 
contracts that have built community and have kept people alive for 
generations. This book makes a wonderful contribution to the scholarship 
on food insecurity, food sovereignty, and the ethnography of everyday life 
and making do in the Caribbean.” 

 
— Guillermina Gina Núñez-Mchiri, University of Texas at El Paso
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Special 30% Discount Offer! 
To get discount, use code LEX30AUTH21 when ordering. 

*May not be combined with other offers and discounts, valid until 12/31/2021. 
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communication. 
 


